
Reader’s Response Letters 
Directions 

Our goals for writing reader ’s response letters are to stretch our thinking 
about what we are reading and interact with our texts in meaningful ways.  

Use the format below for each letter you write! 

Date & Greeting 
  Write the date on right side of the first line of the page. 
  Greet the reader. 

Introduction & Summary Paragraph – 3 to 4 Sentences 
  State the title and author of your book, and tell what page you are on. 
  Explain what is happening in your book right now. This is just a summary – 
you don’t need to include every detail. Instead, just talk about the most 
important parts! 

 Your Thoughts About the Text Paragraph – 5 to 6 Sentences 
  Discuss what you were thinking while you were reading.  Use at least two of 
the following sentence starters to guide your thoughts. 

 I was thinking…   I discovered… 
 I visualized…   I noticed… 
 I predict(ed)…   I was wondering…  
 I made a connection…  I was having trouble…  

  Include evidence from the text to explain your thinking. 

Closing & Signature 
  Close your letter in an appropriate way, such as “Sincerely” or “Your 
Student.” 
  Sign your name in cursive.  



Reader’s Response Letters 
Rubric 

Each time your write a letter, use the rubric below as a checklist to make sure 
you have completed each part correctly! 

Your Letter Should Include… Points Possible 

Neat handwriting so that your response 
can be easily read. 

2 

Correctly written date, greeting, and 
closing. 

2 

Title, author, and page number written at 
the beginning of the letter. The title is 

underlined, and the title and author are 
both capitalized and spelled correctly.  

2 

Introduction paragraph is 3-4 sentences, 
accurately summarizes what is happening 

in the book, and includes character 
names. 

6 

Paragraph containing your thoughts 
about the book is 5-6 sentences, uses at 
least two sentence starters, and explains 
your thinking using evidence from the text.  

8 

TOTAL 20 



Reader’s Response Letters 
Example 

September 19, 2012 

Dear __________________________, 
 I am reading Crash by Jerry Spinelli, and I am on page 
93.  I am at the part where Crash’s little sister, Abby, is really 
excited because she is on T.V.  She was on the news protesting 
the new mall being built because she thinks we should take care 
of the environment. Abby’s mom got mad at her for protesting 
the mall, and Crash listened in on their mom yelling at Abby. 
 As I was reading, I was thinking that Abby’s protest 
would not actually stop the mall from being built, even though 
Abby shouted, “We won!” I don’t think one protest can stop 
something like a huge shopping mall from being built. I also 
made a text-to-text connection with the book Hoot by Carl 
Hiaasen. In Hoot, Roy Eberhardt (the main character) is 
concerned about the environment just like Abby.  He is trying to 
save some little burrowing owls.  I wonder if Abby will discover 
some special animal living on the land where the mall might be 
built? I can’t wait to keep reading and find out what will happen 
next! 

        Your Student, 

        Samantha 


